
Math 109 Spring 2006 HW 1HW Due Wednesday 3/12/06 in lassExerise and page numbers refer to Flether and Patty, 3rd edition.Chek them against a friend's book if you have another edition.Part 0These are suggested exerises for extra pratie if you feel you need it. Donot hand these exerises in.FP, Chapter 1, #1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 15, 16, 23, 27, 41, 54, 56Part 1These are exerises whih tend to be straightforward tests of your under-standing. Turn all of these in, but they will not all be arefully graded.FP, Chapter 1, #20, 36, 37, 53, 57, 59Part 2These are more hallenging and/or longer exerises. They will all be graded.1. In lass, we de�ned the onnetives _, ^,!, and$, and the negationsymbol :. We de�ned all of these beause they orrespond to the most usefulways that two propositions an be ombined in mathematis. But one anget away with a smaller set of onnetives, in the sense that some of thesean be de�ned in terms of the others. In fat, _ and : are enough. For1



example, we an de�ne ^ in terms of _ and : as follows: The propositionP ^Q is logially equivalent to :(:P _ :Q).(a). Prove that P ^Q is logially equivalent to :(:P _:Q), as laimedabove.(b). Find an expression whih is logially equivalent to P ! Q, butwhih only uses P;Q;_ and :. Prove it is logially equivalent.(). Find an expression whih is logially equivalent to P $ Q, butwhih only uses P;Q;_ and :, and again prove your answer.2. Translate eah of the following propositions into a sensible Englishsentene. Then deide if the proposition is true or not. Both variables rangeover real numbers.(a) (8y)(9x)[(x � y) ^ (y � x2)℄(b) (9x)(8y)[(x � y) _ (y � x2)℄3. Give a diret proof of eah of the following statements.(a). For every odd integer n, 8j(n2 � 1). (If this seems too hard, startby trying to prove that 4j(n2 � 1).)(b). Let a; b; ; and d be integers. If ajb and jd, then (a)j(bd).4. Reall that for any positive integer n, n! is de�ned to be the integer1 � 2 � 3 � � � � � (n � 1) � n. For example, 1! = 1; 2! = 2; 3! = 6; 4! = 24, andso on. Now give diret proofs of eah of the following statements. (If youhappen to have learned proof by indution before, do not use it.)(a). For every positive integer n, if n is neither a prime number nor aperfet square, then n divides (n� 1)!.(b). For every positive integer n, 2(n!) � (2n)!.
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